
CARLETON CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION No. 408
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

May 19, 2022

Minutes of the Board of Directors meeting of the Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 408
held by video conference.

Present: Danielle Glazebrook, President
Ken Morin, Vice-President
Seymour Diener, Treasurer
Edmundo Nunes, Director at Large
Sarah St. Pierre, Property Manager
Eva Kwiatkowski, Volunteer Minute Taker
Nadia Freeman, Vice President of Operations (CIPM) (first 5 mins)

CALL TO ORDER
Danielle called the meeting to order at 6:33 p.m.

The agenda was approved. It was noted that quorum was met.

Nadia Freeman spoke to the directors’ code of ethics. She is involved with CCI Education and
the CAO and CAMRAO (Discipline and Appeals committee), as well as a court-appointed
administrator and adjudicator. Through the condo authority of Ontario, there is now a new
condo course called Advanced Condo Training that is available to take (not mandatory yet).
Sometimes there are education sessions available; if there is a topic that we are interested in,
reach out to Nadia and she can help facilitate a workshop or lunch and learn (e.g., insurance).

MINUTES
The minutes from the March 20, 2022 board meeting were discussed. On review of the last
version of the minutes from CMG, it appears that one section was missing that the former
property manager was specifically asked to record in the minutes. There was some discussion
about the occurrence and content of the conversation. Danielle advised the board that we are
to operate in good faith and with honesty at all times. Implying that board members are lying
about various items is defamatory and against the Director Code of Ethics. Danielle mentioned
that Ken implied she was lying in a recent email to board members. Seymour said that Ken
called him a liar in recent emails to board members. The board was advised to be careful with
the tone and wording of emails, as well as to avoid the use of words in all-caps, as it can be
read as yelling, causing defensive and a misunderstanding of tone.

Motion to accept the minutes will be deferred to next month.

ACTION: Danielle to update last month’s minutes and send to all for review.
ACTION: Sarah to send all board members the code of ethics to review, sign and return back
to her.

FINANCIALS
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There was some brief discussion; however, as there was a revised copy of the financial
statements shared earlier that morning, the board did not have much time to review prior to the
meeting. The motion to approve the financials was deferred to next month.

Sidenote: Sarah sent all of the documents for the meeting as separate documents within one
email. However, if we wish to have all documents combined into one, this can be changed. In
the future, financials will go out in the middle of the month (15th of the month).

MANAGEMENT REPORT

Completed items
- Second round of street sweeping.
- Line painting.
- Open position on the board. Will discuss at end of meeting.
- Turnover update: First authorized withdrawal was completed and the parking spaces were

charged for. If there are any units in arrears, it can be found in the financials that Sarah will
provide for each meeting.

- Some questions about CondoWorks (condo financial software) from the board. Two
questions remain unanswered: (1) Why are Seymour and Danielle the only ones listed as
signing authorities? (2) Term clarification. Sarah shared that her understanding now is that
the signing authority should be four board members. For now, the document should be
signed with the two board members listed and it will be revised later (as the document is
crucial for contractor invoices to be paid). It was asked if an ink signature is needed or if an
e-signature is ok. Danielle will coordinate either way.

ACTION: Accounting of CIPM to follow-up with those two questions.
ACTION: the board must sign the agreement ASAP once questions are answered.

Work order listing carried forward from CMG

- Sarah suggested that this should be discussed with all the results from the spring
inspection. Will be more efficient and cost effective. All board members were on board with
having a second meeting.

ACTION: Sarah to send out a proposed meeting date and time to discuss spring inspection
items and plan of action.

- Exterior light fixtures. Sarah followed up with the contractor and will create the notice to be
sent to homeowners. The notice will be reviewed by the board before sending. Waiting for
Door Doctors to finish the installation of new garage doors before tackling the light fixtures.

- Garage door replacements are ongoing. Ran into one issue for unit 1EC, as they had to
reschedule their date because they are out of town. 1DC just transferred ownership and
Sarah is trying to reach out to the new owner by going through the realtor listed on the
status certificate. Otherwise, they are on schedule to complete the doors as planned. Sarah
was also in contact with another owner about an insulated door; likely not possible because
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the door order was already placed. Also, this variance was not permitted, as per a previous
board discussion.

ACTION: Ed has an excel sheet with garage door details for each unit that he will forward to
Sarah.

- Fibre upgrade and Telecon. Sarah to forward an email that she received from last week
from Telecon. A response was received was that the restoration crew will be coming on
Tuesday to begin backfilling the large holes in the ground. A board member was speaking
with 10E Castlebrook, who noted that a Telecon truck damaged a pole in the community.
Are the damages being kept track of? The Telecon driver supposedly took pics and said
they would take care of it.

ACTION: Sarah didn’t know about it and will message Kersty at Telecon. Will also inquire
about the tubes sticking up out of the ground and what other work is remaining, as well as
their updated schedule.

- Electrical damage caused by Telecon’s work that DanCan fixed. The board is trying to
recover the charge from DanCan. A board member asked if Sarah had an update.

ACTION: Sarah to forward the updated correspondence to the board.

- Street signage. It was confirmed that the auditor said that new signs should come out of
operating expenses and replacement signs can come from reserves. Danielle will forward
the board the most recent email from the way-finding vendor and asked if Sarah had other
options for a way-finding company in Ottawa.

ACTION: Danielle to transfer this project to Sarah and forward most recent email from
potential vendor to the Board.
ACTION: Sarah to check with colleagues for wayfinding company recommendations.

- Caulking removal and siding damage from the new fence installations last year. This has
not been tackled this yet (previously received a quote from Twin Elm for $35/unit). Sarah will
get a second quote from another contractor. It was noted that this job is more about
clean-up, and we are going to trial with four units to see what the outcome is before we go
ahead with cleaning up all units. We possibly do not want to proceed with Twin Elm
because we have received some complaints; definitely open to finding a different
contractor. Sarah asked the board to identify two “best” units and two “worst” units (in
terms of caulking cleanup required), and Sarah will bring in two contractors to come and
look at the units. Seymour said he would have a quick look next time he is around; in the
next couple of weeks. It was also noted that the damage/clean-up needed is a result of
how the last fences were installed not about how the fences were removed (therefore
Masters is not responsible for the costs associated with caulk removal and/or siding
damage).

ACTION: Seymour to send photos of the fence damage to Sarah. Ken will send a form with
unit addresses to Sarah (could also be useful for inspections).
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- Exterior power washing. Scheduled for July 4-15, but Sarah will reach out to Gorilla to see if
they can start sooner. There was some discussion about allowing owners to have Gorilla
power wash their front steps at the owner’s cost if they wish to do so. A decision was not
reached on whether or not to allow this.

- Garden Coach Program. Ken and Sarah are meeting with the garden coach (June 17th) to
do a walk through. The invoice will have to get uploaded to CondoWorks.

- Inspections. It was mentioned that there is a step at 10EC that is cracked in places and
several board members agree that it needs immediate attention. Sarah said that it may have
been a bad batch for the step and figures that a full replacement of that step is needed.
Sarah will bring a contractor in and ask for their recommendation and code requirements
regarding the hand rail that was installed by the owner previously. It is possible that the
condo will need to replace the railing as well.

ACTION: Sarah to bring contractor in and get their recommendation/quote.

CORRESPONDANCE

- Motorcycle storage request from 4FC. No resolution yet from the board. Will be taken
offline to continue discussion via email.

- Rear yard of 16AC. Sarah to follow-up with homeowner to get it cleaned up, including the
removal of a canoe and wood pallets. A board member noted that the process was started
a couple of months ago by CMG and it needs to be followed up on by Sarah. Sarah was
asked to phone the homeowner before sending the infraction letter, to hopefully encourage
a positive response.

ACTION: Sarah will contact the homeowner of 16AC to have the rear yard cleaned up.
ACTION: Sarah to phone 16AC (and others, if possible) before sending infraction notices,
out of respect and as a courtesy.

- 2C Millrise. Ongoing issue with garage door always open. The resident was previously sent
an infraction letter by the previous property manager with CMG as they cannot leave their
garage door open for long periods of time. Sarah to send a reminder/follow-up.

ACTION: Sarah to follow-up with homeowner of 2CM to ensure garage door does not stay
open for long periods of time.

ANNUAL SCHEDULE
- Some changes were requested and Sarah fixed them live during the meeting (i.e. move the

“budget create draft” task to March, the budget package needs to be out in April, insurance
renewal in April, etc.).

- Three PICs are noted in the schedule. Should they be divvied up among the quarters? Also,
if they are quarterly, should there be four of them, not three? ACTION: Sarah to follow-up
with Lisa regarding this, as well as confirm the dates.
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- Should eavestrough cleaning be included in the schedule? No one is sure what time of year
this is usually done. ACTION: Sarah to look into this.

- Fire Hydrants. Twice a year inspection is possibly needed. ACTION: Sarah to look into best
practices and build it into the schedule.

CONTRACT SUMMARY
- Plumbing is not needed on the list.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
- It was noted that Ken’s election date should be November 2021 not 2020. Ed was

appointed, not elected.

RATIFICATIONS
- Vote on re-appointment of Matthew Schultz after he was removed from the Board of

Directors automatically as he had not completed the mandatory training from CAO. Three
members voted against re-electing him to the Board if he completed the training, while one
member voted in favour of being re-elected. Majority vote (3 out of 4) was required in order
for him to be re-elected.

STATUS CERTIFICATE
- Sarah will be appending the most recent one going out. Sarah did the review and approval

of the most recent status certificate for 6C Castlebrook.

DISCUSSION/NEW BUSINESS
- Current (soon to be former) owner at 6CC made modications to their unit. The original

modification request did not go by the board but was signed off by the previous property
manager with CMG. These modifications were reviewed by a city inspector. ACTION: One
board member will sign the Schedule 1 form for the status certificate and return to Sarah.

- The modification requests by the new owner at 6CC will be taken offline and discussed by
email.

- One board member asked if we are keeping the same auditor (Annette Jenson) that we had
while we were managed by CMG. Sarah advised that we can keep the same auditor,
regardless of the condo management group. She also reminded us that at the last AGM,
the auditor was re-appointed as CCC408’s auditor for the current fiscal year. The board is
happy to keep the same auditor for continuity.

- Yearly tree pruning. Should we ask Eastern Ontario Arborists for a quote on the tree
pruning? ACTION: Sarah to add to the annual calendar. Also hedge trimming. ACTION:
Sarah to reach out to company for a proposal.

- There was discussion about the curb outside the front of the condominium that faces the
intersection of Centrepointe and Tallwood. The steel frame fence is rusted. This will be
included in the spring inspection, which will be the area covered by Sarah and Ken on this
upcoming Tuesday.

- Sarah was asked when we can expect the owner portal to be ready. ACTION: Sarah will
check on the status of the owner portal with CIPM.

- Discussion held on the open board position. ACTION: Danielle to reach out to the
candidates from the last election (Eva Kwiatkowski and Florent Labourie) to see if they are
still interested in joining the board, and if so, schedule meetings with the board.
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Meetings have been moved to the last Wednesday of each month to ensure the most recent
financials are available in time for the meeting.

NEXT MEETING
- The next meeting is schedule for June 29, 2022 at 6:30pm. ACTION: Sarah will send an

invitation.

ADJOURNMENT
- Meeting adjourned at 8:54pm. Ken motioned and Ed seconded.
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